Introduction
This abstract reports on our submission to the shallow track for the Generation Challenges 2011 Surface Realization Shared Task. This system is intended to be a minimal system in the sense that it uses (almost) no lexical, syntactic or semantic information other than that found in the training corpus itself. The system architecture was motivated by work done on FERGUS (Bangalore and Rambow, 2000) . The system uses three information sources, each acquired from the training corpus: is a localized tree model capturing information from the dependency tree; a trigram language model capturing word order information for words in the same subtree; and a morphological dictionary. In the sections below we briefly present each of these models.
Tree Model
The tree model contains a set of counts for localized tree paths in the dependency trees in the training data. During training, for each lemma we extract several kinds of tree path:
• three deep, lexicalized -root, part-of-speech (POS) tag, and phrase type for the lemma; root and phrase type for the two ancestors nearest the lemma in the dependency tree • three deep, partly lexicalized -root, POS tag, and phrase type for the lemma; phrase type for the two ancestors nearest the lemma • three deep, not lexicalized -POS tag and phrase type for the lemma; phrase type for the two ancestors nearest the lemma • two deep, not lexicalized -POS tag and phrase type for the lemma; phrase type for its parent
For each tree path, we record whether the lemma on this path was a left child or right child of its parent in the dependency tree. We use only localized tree paths to minimize data sparsity. During realization, we work our way from the most to the least specific tree path for each input lemma, stopping when we find a tree path in the tree model. We assign to the lemma the most frequently occurring relative position of this tree path (to the right or to the left of the head). We do not currently take n-best tree path positions.
Use-lexicalized flag We can set a flag in the system to cause realization to use only the nonlexicalized tree paths, or to use the lexicalized tree paths (backing off to the non-lexicalized ones). We experimented with both settings (see Table 1 ).
Language Model
The language model is a capitalization-invariant trigram language model with Good-Turing discounting acquired from the training corpus using the SRI language modeling toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) .
During realization, for each node in the dependency tree having more than one left child, we pass the possible orderings of the left children to the language model. We take the top two orderings, if they have similar likelihood; otherwise we take only the top one ordering. If the language model finds no likelihoods for the alternative orderings, they are all retained. The same process is applied to the right children of a node in the dependency tree.
Use-nbest flag We can set a flag in the system to cause realization to use only the most likely word ordering from the language model, or to consider n- best word orderings. Due to the vagaries of the testing software, we do not report results for different settings of this flag here. We used the same language model to rank order complete output sentences for the purposes of input to the testing software.
Morphological Dictionary
The morphological dictionary contains inflected forms found in the training data for each root form in the training data. It indexes root forms by partof-speech and by verb tense, verb participle, number, and person (1/2/3) features. The person feature is approximated by assigning 1st person to firstperson pronouns, 2nd person to second-person pronouns and leaving all other nouns alone. We augment the morphological dictionary with 4 rules: add word-final s to plural nouns; add wordfinal ed to past tense verbs and past tense participles; add word-final s to present-tense singular verbs; add word-final ing to present tense participles. During post-processing of the entire sentence, we also add word-final n to the determiner a when it precedes a noun that starts with a vowel, remove multiple adjacent punctuation marks from the set {?!.;,} and ensure that the first letter of the sentence-initial word is upper case. This is the only information not found in the training data that we added to our system. During realization, each input lemma is assigned inflection by looking up a tuple consisting of its root, POS tag and features in the morphological dictionary, or by using the rules mentioned above.
